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Press Release 
 

Storm tested: Conergy PowerPlus modules and frames withstand strongest cyclones 
Cyclone testing awards Conergy systems the rating “Cyclonic Ultimate Strength”  
 
Hamburg / Perth, 12 December 2012 – Conergy’s PowerPlus modules and mounting systems 
are stormproof. This has been confirmed by an independent cyclone testing carried out at James 
Cook University in  Queensland, Australia. Awarding the systems the rating “Cyclonic Ultimate 
Strength”, the experts confirmed that the PowerPlus modules installed on Conergy mounting 
systems can withstand even the most severe cyclonic storms. Therewith, the system supplier’s 
modules did not only pass large hail, ammonia and salt mist tests with flying colours but now also 
a cyclone test. 
 
Besides static tests, the testing included most notably the so-called “low-high-low” test, which 
simulates the effect of the extremely high wind speeds that change quickly and drastically during 
cyclones. This cyclical stress is considered far more challenging than static loads and represents 
the most destructive element of such storms. 
 
The Conergy PowerPlus modules on the Conergy mounting systems withstood this simulation at 
the “Cyclone Testing Station” in the School of Engineering and Physical Sciences at James Cook 
University, which is accredited by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA), totally 
unscathed. The Conergy mounting systems are thus fully certified for cyclones of category A to C, 
with certification for category D cyclones possible upon request. In conjunction with the Conergy 
PowerPlus modules, the Conergy systems achieved the top rating of “Cyclonic Ultimate 
Strength”. This is also a first: Conergy is the very first manufacturer to undergo testing and obtain 
certification for a complete solar system. The testing and the examination criteria are not 
restricted to Australian cyclones, but can also be transferred to other regions endangered by 
cyclonic storms. 
 
“Conergy stands for excellent quality standards and durability. This has now been proved once 
more by our products passing the cyclone test with flying colours,” said Rodger Meads, Managing 
Director of Conergy Australia. “We are thus the first solar company that has also had its 
combined system comprising both modules and mounting system certified and not just individual 
components. Our systems withstand the most adverse conditions, be it wind, hail, salty sea air or 
ammonia. This provides a secure basis to our customers for their plant and their investment.” 
 
 
About Conergy 
Conergy delivers solar energy systems from a single source. As a system supplier, Conergy 
offers all components for a solar installation as well as all related services.  
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With its portfolio of modules, inverters and mounting systems, the solar expert creates Conergy 
System Technology, which is efficient solar energy systems for private or commercial rooftops, as 
well as for multi-Megawatt Parks.  
 
Conergy System Services deliver a “Worry-Free Package” for Conergy solar installations – from 
“A“ for architectural planning to “Y“ for yield insurance and “Z“ for zero trouble. Conergy’s experts 
not only install on-site turn-key solar projects, but they also manage the planning and financing, 
project implementation, system monitoring, operation and on-going maintenance of the project for 
maximum performance. With this comprehensive technology and service package, Conergy 
offers yield insurance for its installations.  
 
Conergy System Sales brings Conergy premium products to more than 40 countries. From “A” for 
Australia to “T” for Tunisia – the solar expert supports homeowners, installers, wholesalers and 
investors in their efforts to “go solar”. With sales activities on five continents, Conergy has close 
relationships with all its customers. In 2011, around three quarters of Conergy’s sales were 
generated outside of Germany. 
 
Listed on the Frankfurt stock exchange, Conergy employs around 1,200 people worldwide. Since 
Conergy’s founding in 1998, it has produced and sold more than 2.2 GW of clean solar energy. 
Thus, in 2011 Conergy solar installations have generated more power than a nuclear reactor. 
 
Please contact us if you have any questions or requests. 
 
 


